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Hierarchies without symmetries from extra dimensions

Nima Arkani-Hamed* and Martin Schmaltz†

SLAC, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309
~Received 25 August 1999; published 4 January 2000!

It is commonly thought that small couplings in a low-energy theory, such as those needed for the fermion
mass hierarchy or proton stability, must originate from symmetries in a high-energy theory. We show that this
expectation is violated in theories where the standard model fields are confined to a thick wall in extra
dimensions, with the fermions ‘‘stuck’’ at different points in the wall. Couplings between them are then
suppressed due to the exponentially small overlaps of their wave functions. This provides a framework for
understanding both the fermion mass hierarchy and proton stability without imposing symmetries, but rather in
terms of higher dimensional geography. A model independent prediction of this scenario is non-universal
couplings of the standard model fermions to the ‘‘Kaluza-Klein’’ excitations of the gauge fields. This allows a
measurement of the fermion locations in the extra dimensions at the CERN LHC or NLC if the wall thickness
is close to the TeV scale.

PACS number~s!: 12.15.Ff, 11.10.Lm, 11.25.Mj
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I. INTRODUCTION

The usual way of organizing our thinking about phys
beyond the standard model~SM! is the effective field theory
paradigm: all operators consistent with the symmetries
present in the theory, with higher-dimension operators s
pressed by powers of the ultraviolet cutoff. The SM its
provides an exception to this expectation: the Yukawa c
plings for all the fermions other than the top quark are mu
smaller thanO(1). This does not lead to any fine-tunin
problems since small Yukawa couplings are technically na
ral. Nevertheless, we are normally led to suspect that
fermion mass hierarchy is controlled by~weakly broken! fla-
vor symmetries operative at shorter distances. Similar iss
surround the question of proton decay in extensions of
SM, especially when there is new physics at the TeV sc
Once again, some symmetry is normally invoked to forb
dangerous 1/~TeV! suppressed interactions mediating prot
decay. Furthermore, imposing global symmetries on lo
energy effective theories, for instance, stabilizing the pro
by declaring that the low-energy theory respects bar
number, is widely considered to be unsatisfactory given
lore that black holes or wormholes violate all non-gaug
symmetries. This seems particularly problematic for theo
where the fundamental Planck scale is lowered close to
TeV scale@1–6#, and suggests that some sort of continuo
@3,7# or discrete @2# gauge symmetry is required to ad
equately suppress proton decay.

In this paper, we will show that all of this lore can eas
and generically be violated in theories where the SM fie
are constrained to reside on a wall inn extra dimensions,
where gravity and perhaps other SM singlet fields are fre
propagate. We will construct a simple model where our w
is slightly thick in one of the extra dimensions. The wall w
have interesting sub-structure: while the Higgs and S
gauge fields are free to propagate inside it, the SM fermi
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are ‘‘stuck’’ at different points in the wall, with wave func
tions given by narrow Gaussians as shown in Fig. 1.

Without imposing any flavor symmetries on the sho
distance theory, we will see that the long-distan
4-dimensional theory can naturally have exponentially sm
Yukawa couplings, arising from the small overlap betwe
left- and right-handed fermion wave functions. Similarl
without imposing any symmetries to protect against pro
decay, the proton decay rate can be safely exponentially
pressed if the quarks and leptons are localized at diffe
ends of the wall.1 We emphasize that there is nothing fin
tuned about this from the point of view of the low-energ
4-dimensional theory; all the exponentially small couplin
are technically natural. However, our examples violate
usual intuition that small couplings in a low-energy theo
must be explained by symmetries in the high-energy theo
Instead, small couplings arise from the location and geo
etry of fermion fields stuck at different points in the ext
dimensions, with no symmetries in the high-energy the
whatsoever. Note that this mechanism of separating ferm
in an extra dimension is already being used to preserve ch
symmetry on the lattice in Kaplan’s domain wall fermion
@8#. Lattice simulations@9# show that chiral symmetry is pro
tected very effectively by separating the left and right hand
components of the fermions in the 5th dimension.

If the wall thicknessL is close to the TeV scale, which i
natural in theories with very low fundamental Planck sca
the mechanisms suggested in this paper can give rise to
matic signals at future colliders. Since the SM gauge fie

1Our approach to to the fermion mass hierarchy similar in spiri
the one in@7#. For other approaches to suppressing Yukawa c
plings and proton decay, see@6#.

2Note that the dimensions where the gauge fields propagate
not be orthogonal to the large dimensions in which only grav
propagates; the gauge fields can just be restricted to reside
smaller part of the gravitational dimensions. The possibility of T
sized extra dimensions with Kaluza-Klein~KK ! excitations for the
SM gauge fields was first considered by Antoniadis@10#.
©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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NIMA ARKANI-HAMED AND MARTIN SCHMALTZ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 033005
can only propagate inside the wall,L effectively acts as the
size of the extra dimensions for them.2 Therefore, at energie
aboveL21, ‘‘Kaluza-Klein’’ excitations~the higher harmon-
ics of a particle in a box! of the gauge fields can be produce
and can scan the wall substructure. In particular, while
lowest excitations of the gauge fields~which we identify as
the usual 4D SM gauge fields! have a flat wave function
throughout the wall and couple with standard strength to
the SM fermions, the KK excitations couple with no
universal strength to the fermions stuck at different points
the wall. For instance, if some of the fermions are stuck
special points~say the center of the wall!, KK excitations of
e.g. the photon can be baryophobic or leptophobic. M
generally, measurements of the non-universal couplings
KK excitations to SM fermions can pin down their geomet
cal arrangement in the thick wall.

We emphasize that our prediction of non-universal c
plings of the SM fermions to gauge and Higgs fields is mo
independent; it only depends on the fact that the fermions a
stuck at different points in the extra dimensions. Of cour
the values of the different couplings are modeldependent
and can be used to distinguish between models.

In Sec. II we describe an explicit field theory mechanis
which we use to construct the setup as outlined above;
discuss how to localize a single chiral fermion to defects
higher dimensions and then generalize to several ferm
localized at different points in the vicinity of the same defe
In Sec. III we derive the exponentially small coupling
which result from our framework and demonstrate how
scenario can explain the SM fermion mass hierarchy
suppress proton decay. We also comment on neut
masses. Section IV contains a brief discussion of experim
tal signatures resulting from the non-universal couplings
KK gauge fields. For example, our KK fields make a con
bution to atomic parity violation with the correct sign
explain the discrepancies between the SM prediction and
most recent experimental results@11#. Our conclusions are
drawn in Sec. V.

FIG. 1. Profile of standard model fermion wave functions~ver-
tical axis! in the extra dimensions~horizontal axis!. The fermions
freely propagate in 311 dimensions~not shown! and are ‘‘stuck’’ at
different locations in the extra dimensions. The gauge and Hi
fields’ wave functions occupy the whole width of the thick wa
Direct couplings between the fermions are then suppressed by
exponentially small overlap of their wave functions. If—as sho
here—quarks and leptons reside on opposite ends of the wall
file, protons become essentially stable. The hierarchy of Yuka
couplings arises from order 1~in units of the fermion wave function
width! distances between left and right handed components of
fermions.
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II. LOCALIZING CHIRAL FERMIONS

A. One chiral fermion in 5 dimensions

For simplicity we limit ourselves to constructions wit
one extra dimension. Generalizations to higher dimensi
are equally interesting and can be analyzed similarly. Loc
izing fields in the extra dimension necessitates breaking
higher dimensional translation invariance. This is acco
plished in our construction of a thick wall by a spatial
varying the expectation value for a five-dimensional sca
field F as shown in Fig. 2. We assume the expectation va
to have the shape of a domain wall transverse to the e
dimension and centered atx550. For example, such an ex
pectation value could result from aZ2 symmetric potential
for F.3

We will now show that the Dirac equation for a five d
mensional fermion in the background of this scalar field h
a zero mode solution which corresponds to a four dim
sional chiral fermion stuck at the zero ofF @12#. A conve-
nient representation for the 434 gamma matrices in five
dimensions is

g i5S 0 s i

s̄ i 0 D , i 50, . . . ,3, g552 i S 1 0

0 21D . ~1!

As it will be useful in the following sections, we recor
below the two different Lorentz invariant fermion bilinea
in 5 dimensions:

C̄1C2 , C1
TC5C2 ~2!

where

C55g0g2g55S e 0

0 2e D in the Weyl basis. ~3!

The first is the usual Dirac bilinear, while the second is t
Majorana bilinear which generalizes the famili
4-dimensional expression, where instead ofC5 we haveC4
5g0g2.

The action for a five dimensional fermionC coupled to
the background scalarF is then

3Interactions with the fermions below break this symmetry a
render the domain wall profile unstable but the rate for tunneling
a constant expectation value can easily be safely suppressed.
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FIG. 2. Profile of the scalar domain wall fieldF in the x5

dimension. A chiral zero mode fermion is localized at the zero
F.
5-2
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HIERARCHIES WITHOUT SYMMETRIES FROM EXTRA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 033005
S5E d4xdx5C̄@ i ]” 41 ig5]51F~x5!#C. ~4!

Here the coordinates of our 311 dimensions are represente
by x whereas the fifth coordinate isx5; five-dimensional
fields are denoted with uppercase letters whereas f
dimensional fields will be lowercase. This Dirac operator
separable, and it is convenient to expand theC fields in a
product basis

C~x,x5!5(
n

^x5uLn&PLcn~x!1(
n

^x5uRn&PRcn~x!

~5!

C̄~x,x5!5(
n

c̄n~x!PR^Lnux5&1(
n

c̄n~x!PL^Rnux5&,

~6!

where thecn are arbitrary four-dimensional Dirac spino
and PL,R5(16 ig5)/2 are chiral projection operators. W
use a bra-ket notation for the eigenfunctions which diagon
ize thex5-dependent part of the Dirac operator; the ketsuLn&
and uRn& are solutions of

aa†uLn&5~2]5
21F21Ḟ!uLn&5mn

2uLn&

a†auRn&5~2]5
21F22Ḟ!uRn&5mn

2uRn&, ~7!

respectively. HereḞ[]5F, and a† and a are ‘‘creation’’
and ‘‘annihilation’’ operators defined as

a5]51F~x5!

a†52]51F~x5!. ~8!

The uLn& and uRn& each form an orthonormal set and f
non-zeromn

2 are related throughuRn&5(1/mn)auLn& as can
be verified easily from Eq.~7!. The eigenfunctions with van
ishing eigenvalues need not be paired however. It is no
cident that we use simple harmonic oscillator~SHO! nota-
tion. For the special choiceF(x5)52m2x5 the operatorsa
anda† become the usual SHO creation and annihilation
erators up to a normalization factorA2m, and the operator
a†a becomes the number operatorN. The eigenkets are the
related to the usual SHO kets byuLn&5un& and uRn&5un
21&.

The pairing of eigenfunctions also persists for generalF.
This follows most elegantly from considering the operat
Q5ag0PL andQ†5a†g0PR which are the supercharges
an auxiliary supersymmetric quantum mechanics system@13#
with Hamiltonian H5$Q,Q†%. Then PLuLn& and PRuRn&
are the ‘‘boson’’ and ‘‘fermion’’ eigenstates ofH respec-
tively, and the equality of eigenvalues ofuLn& and uRn& is
the usual boson-fermion degeneracy of supersymmetric t
ries. Again, zero modes need not be paired which allows
to obtain chiral 4D theories. While most of what follow
applies also to the case of generalF we will find it conve-
nient to use the SHO language.
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Expanding inuLn& and uRn& the action for a 5D Dirac
fermion Eq.~4! can be re-written in terms of a 4D action fo
an infinite number of fermions:

S5E d4xF c̄Li ]” 4PLcL1c̄Ri ]” 4PRcR

1 (
n51

`

c̄n~ i ]” 41mn!cnG . ~9!

The first two terms correspond to 4D two-component ch
fermions; they arise from the zero modes of Eq.~7!. The
third term describes an infinite tower of Dirac fermions co
responding to the modes with non-zeromn in the expansion.

The zero mode wave functions are easily found by in
gratinga†uLn&50 andauRn&50. The solutions

^x5uL,0&;expF2E
0

x5
F~s!dsG and

^x5uR,0&;expF E
0

x5
F~s!dsG ~10!

are exponentials with support near the zeros ofF. In the
infinite system that we are considering these modes ca
both be normalizable.4 It is easy to see thatub,0& is normal-
izable if F(2`),0 and F(1`).0 as in Fig. 2, and if
F(2`).0 andF(1`),0, then the modeu f ,0& is normal-
izable. In the other cases there is no normalizable zero m
For definiteness let us now specialize to the SHO. Then

^x5uL,0&5
m1/2

~p/2!1/4
exp@2m2x5

2#, ~11!

and^x5uR,0& is not normalizable. Thus the spectrum of fo
dimensional fields contains one left-handed chiral fermion
addition to an infinite tower of massive Dirac fermions. T
shape of the wave function of the chiral fermion is Gaussi
centered atx550. Note that couplingC to 2F would have
rendered̂ x5uR,0& normalizable and we would have instea
localized a massless right handed chiral fermion.

For clarity, let us write the full wave function of the mas
less chiral fermion in the chiral basis

C~x,x5!5S ^x5uL,0&c~x!

0 D . ~12!

B. Many chiral fermions

We can easily generalize Eq.~4! to the case of severa
fermion fields. We simply couple all 5D Dirac fields to th
same scalarF:

4Of course, we will be working in a finite volume in the end; the
the other mode is normalizable as well, but it is localized at
other end of the extra dimension. The existence of this other m
is dependent on the boundary conditions.
5-3
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NIMA ARKANI-HAMED AND MARTIN SCHMALTZ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 033005
S5E d5x(
i , j

C̄ i@ i ]” 51lF~x5!2m# i j C j . ~13!

Here we allowed for general Yukawa couplingsl i j and also
included massesmi j for the fermion fields. Mass terms fo
the five-dimensional fields are allowed by all the symmetr
and should therefore be present in the Lagrangian. In
case that we will eventually be interested in—the stand
model—the fermions carry gauge charges. This forces
couplingsl i j andmi j to be block diagonal, with mixing only
between fields with identical gauge quantum numbers.
simplicity we will setl i j 5d i j in this paper; thenmi j can be
diagonalized with eigenvaluesmi .

Finding the massless four-dimensional fields is co
pletely analogous to the single fermion case of the last s
tion. Each 5D fermionC i gives rise to a single 4D left chira
fermion. Again, the wave functions in the 5th coordinate
Gaussian, but they are now centered around the zerosF
2mi . In the SHO approximation this is atx5

i 5mi /2m2.
Thus, at energies well belowm the five-dimensional action
above describes a set of non-interacting four dimensio
chiral fermions localized at different 4D ‘‘slices’’ in the 5t
dimension. Note that while the overall position of the ma
less fermions in thex5 direction is a dynamical variable~the
location of the zero ofF), the relative positions of the vari
ous fermions are fixed by themi . Thus even when we turn
on interactions between the massless fields, the relative
tances which control the size of coupling constants in
effective 4D theory stay fixed.

We now exhibit the field content of the 5D theory whic
can reproduce the chiral spectrum of the 4D SM as locali
zero modes. First note that by choosing alll ’s positive we
have localized only left handed chiral Weyl spinors. Th
implies that we will construct the SM using only left hand
spinors; the right handed fields are represented by t

charge conjugatesc̄c. Then the SM arises simply by choo
ing 5D Dirac spinors (Q,Uc,Dc,L,Ec) transforming like the
left-handed SM Weyl fermions (q,uc,dc,l ,ec).

We also briefly mention how we imagine confining gau
fields to a~311!-dimensional wall. A field-theoretic mecha
nism for localizing gauge fields was proposed by Dvali a
Shifman@14# and was later extended and applied in@1# ~see
also @15#!. The idea is to arrange for the gauge group
confine outside the wall; the flux lines of any electric sourc
turned on inside the wall will then be repelled by the confi
ing regions outside and forced to propagate only inside
wall. This traps a massless gauge field on the wall. Since
gauge field is prevented from entering the confined reg
the thicknessL of the wall acts effectively as the size of th
extra dimensions in which the gauge fields can propag
Notice that in a picture such as this, the gauge couplings
exhibit power law running above the scaleL21, and so the
scenario of@6# for gauge coupling unification may be imple
mented, without the presence of any new dimensions bey
the large gravitational dimensions.
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III. EXPONENTIALLY SMALL 4D COUPLINGS

In this section we present two examples of applicatio
for our central result: exponentially small couplings fro
small wave function overlaps of fields which are separated
the fifth dimension. The two examples we consider are S
Yukawa couplings and proton decay. Since our exponen
suppression, factors dominate any power suppression we
not keep track of the various powers of scales which a
from matching 5D to 4D Lagrangians.

A. Yukawa couplings

In this section we apply our mechanism to generating
erarchical Yukawa couplings in four dimensions. Conce
trating on only one generation and the lepton sector for
moment, we start with the five-dimensional fermion fiel
with the action

S5E d5xL̄@ i ]” 51F~x5!#L1Ēc@ i ]” 51F~x5!2m#Ec

1kHLTC5Ec, ~14!

whereC5 was defined in Eq.~3!. As discussed in the previ
ous sections, we find a left-handed massless fermionsl from
L localized atx550 and ec from Ec localized atx55r
[m/(2m2). For simplicity, we will assume that the Higg
field is delocalized inside the wall. We now determine wh
effective four-dimensional interactions between the lig
fields result from the Yukawa coupling in Eq.~14!. To this
end we expandL andEc as in Eq.~6! and replace the Higgs
field H by its lowest Kaluza-Klein mode which has a
x5-independent wave function. We obtain, for the Yukaw
coupling

SYuk5E d4xkh~x!l ~x!ec~x!E dx5f l~x5!fec~x5!.

~15!

Heref l(x5) andfec(x5) are the zero-mode wave function
for the lepton doublet and singlet respectively.f l is a Gauss-
ian centered atx550 whereasfec is centered atx55r . The
overlap of Gaussians is itself a Gaussian and we find

E dx5f l~x5!fec~x5!5
A2m

Ap
E dx5e2m2x5

2
e2m2(x52r )2

5e2m2r 2/2. ~16!

This result is in agreement with the intuitive expectati
from Fig. 3. Any coupling between the two chiral fermions

FIG. 3. Yukawa coupling: the Gaussian wave functions of
fermions l and ec overlap only in an exponentially small region
suppressing the effective Yukawa coupling exponentially.
5-4
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HIERARCHIES WITHOUT SYMMETRIES FROM EXTRA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 033005
necessarily exponentially suppressed because the two fi
are separated in space. The coupling is then proportiona
the exponentially small overlap of the wave functions.

Note that we did not impose any chiral symmetries in
fundamental theory to obtain this result: the couplingk can
violate the electron chiral symmetry byO(1). Even with
chiral symmetry maximally broken in the fundamen
theory, we obtain an approximate chiral symmetry in the l
energy, 4D effective theory.

B. Long live the proton

Proton decay places a very stringent constraint on m
extensions of the standard model. Unless a symmetry ca
imposed to forbid either baryon or lepton number violatio
proton decay forces the scale of new physics to be extrem
high. In particular one might be tempted to conclude t
proton decay destroys all attempts to lower the fundame
Planck scaleM* significantly beneath the grand unifie
theory ~GUT! scale, unless continuous or discrete gau
symmetries are invoked. We now show that these no
theorems are very elegantly evaded by separating wave f
tions in the extra dimensions. Consider for simplicity a on
generation model in five dimensions where the stand
model fermions are again localized in thex5 direction by
coupling the five-dimensional fields to the domain wall sc
lar F. Assume that all quark fields are localized nearx5
50 whereas the leptons are nearx55r as depicted schemat
cally in Fig. 1. We allow the five-dimensional theory to vio
late both baryon number and lepton number maximally, a
we assume that we can parametrize this violation by lo
operators.5 Then we can expect the following dangero
looking five-dimensional baryon and lepton number viol
ing operators:

S;E d5x
~QTC5L !†~UcTC5Dc!

M
*
3

. ~17!

To obtain the corresponding four-dimensional proton de
operator we simply replace the five-dimensional fields by
zero mode fields and calculate the wave function overlap
x5. The result is

S;E d4xd
~ql !†~ucdc!

M
*
2

~18!

where

d;E dx5@e2m2x5
2
#3e2m2(x52r )2

;e23/4m2r 2
. ~19!

Already for a separation ofmr 510 we obtaind;10233

which renders these operators completely safe even forM*
;1 TeV. Thus we imagine a picture where quarks and l
tons are localized near opposite ends of the wall so thr

5Non-local operators which result from integrating out mass
bulk fields are discussed in the next subsection.
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;L. Once again, even if baryon and lepton number are m
mally broken in the 5D theory at short distances, the c
pling generated in the 4D theory is exponentially suppres
and can be harmless.

In the following subsection, we present an alternate w
of understanding the suppression of proton decay which
shows that corrections to this picture, either coming fro
quantum loops or exchange of new degrees of freedom,
be harmless.

C. Long live the proton, again

There is an alternative way of understanding thee2(mr )2

suppression which is physically transparent and shows
all radiative corrections are also suppressed by the same
ponential factor. Even though it applies equally well to t
case of Yukawa couplings we will only describe the analy
for proton decay here. In order to decay the proton using
local QQQL interaction, the quarks and leptons must prop
gate into the bulk of the wall, away from the points whe
they are massless~see Fig. 4!. Because e.g. the quarks a
getting more massive as they move into the bulk, the pro
gator from the plane where they reside into the bulk is s
pressed. Intuitively, for each slice betweenx5 andx51dx5, a
Yukawa propagatore2m(x5)dx5 must be present in the ful
propagator. Therefore, the propagator to reach a final p
x* is proportional to

)
slices

e2m(x5)dx55expS 2Ex*
m(x5)dx5D5e2m2x

*
2

~20!

for m(x5)52m2x5. This is exactly the wave function for th
zero mode evaluated atx* , as is intuitively expected and ca
also be seen more formally. In order to evaluate the tree le
diagram of Fig. 4, we have to integrate over the interact
vertex, yielding, for the coefficient of the proton decay o
erator,

d;E dx5@fq~x5!#3f l~x5!, ~21!

precisely reproducing the result from our earlier ‘‘overlap
wave functions’’ picture. This approach also makes cle
why higher order corrections do not significantly change
result. Indeed, the most general diagram for proton de
takes the form of Fig. 5: the effect of all interactions is e

e

FIG. 4. Tree-level proton decay diagram, drawn in positi
space for the fifth dimension. The quarks stuck at one end of
wall and the lepton stuck at the other end propagate to some int
point s where they interact via the higher-dimensionalQQQL op-
erator. The ‘‘free’’ propagator to go to a point in the bulk is give
by the value of the~Gaussian! zero-mode wave function at tha
point.
5-5
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NIMA ARKANI-HAMED AND MARTIN SCHMALTZ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 033005
coded in a modified propagator into the bulk and modifi
interaction vertex. The modified propagator has the sim
interpretation of being the wave function of the zero mode
the interacting theory. The exact form of the modified ver
is unknown. However, the vertex will still be point-like o
scales of orderm, because all the interactions modifying
are mediated by particles of massm, which can only smear
the vertex on scales of order>m. Since the propagator
involved are needed at distancesL;10m21, the vertex in
Fig. 5 is still effectively point-like, and so the picture of th
suppression of proton decay through exponentially sm
wave function overlaps persists, if we replace the~free!
Gaussian zero-mode wave functions by the true interac
ones.

So far we have considered proton decay operators indu
by short-distance physics above the cutoffM* . But what
about effects coming from integrating out fields possib
lighter thanM* ? In particular, we may worry that while th
separation of quarks and leptons suppresses hig
dimensional operators linking them, operators involving o
quarks on the one side and violating baryon number or
tons on the other side violating lepton number are not s
pressed. If a light field of massm freely propagates inside th
wall, this may induce operators violating bothB andL sup-
pressed only bye2mL ~see Fig. 6!. However, in order to
specifically induce proton decay, this light field would ha
to be fermionic. In particular, no gauge or Higgs boson

FIG. 5. General proton decay diagram including higher or
effects. The blobs on the propagators denote the all-order prop
tors, and the blob on the vertex denotes the corrected vertex.
corrected propagator is nothing other than the corrected zero-m
wave function. The corrected vertex is still local on scales lar
than the width of the fermion wave function. This diagram is the
fore well approximated by the overlap between the corrected w
functions of the quark and lepton zero modes, which gives
enormous suppression of proton decay.

FIG. 6. The exponential suppression of proton decay thro
small wave function overlaps can be avoided if there is a delo
ized light fermionf with baryon and lepton number violating cou
plings as seen above. This amplitude is only suppressed by
Yukawa factore2mfL. In order to avoid too large a rate for proto
decay without imposing any symmetries, we must postulate
there are no delocalized fermions lighter thanM* .
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changes can ever give rise to proton decay. If we make
single assumption that all delocalized fermions have mas
of order the cutoffM* , then their exchange can at most giv
e2M

*
L contributions which are comparable to thee2(mL)2

effects we have considered. Note that this argument imp
that grand unification at a scale as low asm or M* does not
lead to rapid proton decay, as long as there are no delo
ized fermionic fields with masses belowM* . We cannot
resist the temptation to speculate that the same vacuum
pectation values~VEVs! which break the GUT symmetry
near the scaleM* may also be responsible for the separati
of the SM fermions in the 5th dimension. For example t
mi j of Eq. ~13! could stem from the VEV of a GUT symme
try breaking field which points in the (B2L) direction. Then
the SM fermions would be split according to their bary
and lepton numbers. A VEV in the hypercharge directi
would arrange the fermions according to their hyperchar

We have seen that without imposing any symmetries
the underlying theory, proton decay can be adequately s
pressed if quarks and leptons are stuck at different point
extra dimensions. One might then wonder what happene
the general lore that black-hole–wormhole effects violate
non-gauged symmetries and are therefore dangerous
evaluating this argument, we have to recall that it w
Planck-scale-sized wormholes giving the supposedlyO(1)
symmetry violating effects. Since these have a mass ab
the cutoff, all their effects can be encoded in terms of lo
operators suppressed byM p>M* . And, indeed, we pre-
sumed that such ‘‘dangerous’’ operators were really pres
in the theory. However, their effects are harmless beca
the quarks and leptons are stuck at different points, yet h
to be dragged close to each other for the dangerous oper
to be operative. Of course, in the effective theory at distan
longer thanL, the quarks and leptons look like they are o
top of each other, so the above suppression mechanism
not seem to apply. However, only wormholes larger thanL
are admissible in this effective theory, and any effect th
induce will be exponentially suppressed by their action

e2S, S;E d41nxMp
(21n)R;~M pL !(21n) ~22!

which is a far larger suppression than the effects we h
computed ;e2(mL)2

;e2M
*

L. The largest possible effec
which might arise from wormholes would come from lon
and skinny wormholes which stretch from the proton to t
lepton, but even these are completely safe as their action
least;e2(M pL).

D. Neutrino masses

Separating quarks and leptons at different points in ex
dimensions can easily suppress proton decay without imp
ing any symmetries on the high-energy theory. On the ot
hand, as already mentioned, operators violating baryon
lepton number need not be suppressed. In fact, in the abs
of any symmetries in the high-energy theory, a Majora
neutrino mass operator
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S;E d5x
LTC5LH* H*

M
*
2

~23!

turns into an unsuppressed Majorana mass term for the
zero mode,

S;E d4x
l lh * h*

M*
, ~24!

since there is no small overlap betweenl ’s wave function
with itself. There are a number of ways of resolving th
problem; we will just mention the obvious strategy of addi
a right-handed neutrino and gauging (B2L). Of course (B
2L) must be broken in such a way as to not allow lar
Majorana masses after breaking. In our framework t
would be most naturally achieved with a (B2L) breaking
VEV which is localized within the wall but at some distan
from the lepton fieldl so that the Majorana neutrino mass
exponentially suppressed.6 In addition one would also ge
small Dirac neutrino masses, with the tiny Yukawa couplin
originating from the overlap between right- and left-hand
neutrino wave functions.

E. Summary of scales

Let us close by giving an account of the various scales
are now imagining. Recall that at the edge of the wall,
fermion masŝ F& is ;m2L;10m, and must not be large
than the ultraviolet cutoffM . In fact we will take them to
*

e
w
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a
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ty
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be comparable. Therefore, we have three scales in the p
lem: the UV cutoffM* , m and the wall thickness scaleL21,
with magnitudes related roughly as

M* ;10m;100L21. ~25!

Since we cannot pushL21 significantly below;1 TeV, the
fundamental scaleM* is bounded below by;100 TeV.
This is actually desirable from another point of view: in th
absence of flavor symmetries, it is difficult to protect agai
flavor changing neutral currents without pushing the scale
higher-dimension operators to;100 TeV.

Notice that even though the theory becomes effectivel
dimensional aboveL21, the theory is perturbative up to th
UV cutoff M* . From the 4-dimensional viewpoint, we hav
NKK;(M* L)/2p;10–100 gauge and Higgs field KK
modes, and so the effective expansion parameter is

h4
2

16p2
NKK;O~1! ~26!

where h4 is a generic low-energy gauge coupling or to
Yukawa coupling. From the higher-dimensional point
view, the theory is on the edge of being strongly coupled
the UV cutoff M* .

Finally, we wish to give a rough idea of the sort of su
pressions which are generated by oure2(cmL)2

size effects,
with c51/2 for Yukawa couplings andc53/4 for proton
decay:
mr 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 10

exp(2cm2r 2) 1 1 1021 1022 1024 1026 10211 10233

l t ••• le ••• Gproton
er

le

of
ics
ate
me,
s
ge
It is attractive that formr just ranging between 1 and 10, w
can get appropriate sizes for everything from the top Yuka
coupling l t ~for mr;1), to the electron Yukawale (mr
;5), to sufficient suppression for proton decay (mr;10).

IV. CARTOGRAPHY WITH GAUGE FIELDS

While the SM fermion fields are stuck at different poin
in the extra dimension, the gauge fields are totally deloc
ized, and we expect that we can probe the locations of
fermions using the gauge fields. Cartography of the SM
mions with gauge fields will become an experimental scie

6(B2L) could also be broken everywhere within the wall if
discrete subgroup remains preserved, or it could be broken o
distant wall if (B2L) is gauged in the large bulk where gravi
propagates@3,7#. For another approach to neutrino masses see@16#.
a

l-
e

r-
e

to be performed at the CERN Large Hadron Hadron Collid
~LHC! or Next Linear Collider~NLC! if the wall thickness is
as large as;1 TeV21.

To see how this works explicitly, consider a toy examp
with two 4D chiral fermionsc1 ,c2, transforming identically
under a gauge groupG, but stuck to different pointss1 ,s2 in
the extra dimensions. At distances larger than the width
their wave function in the extra dimensions, the dynam
that localizes the fermions is irrelevant; we can approxim
their wave functions as delta functions or, what is the sa
fix them to reside on a 3 dimensional wall, while gauge field
freely propagate in the bulk. The effective coupling to gau
fields is fixed by gauge invariance to be

S;E d4xc̄1s̄mTac1Am
a ~x,s1!1c̄2s̄mc2Am~x,s2!.

~27!

Let us Fourier expandAm as

a

5-7
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Am~x,x5!5
Am

(0)~x!

A2
1 (

n51

`

Am
(n)~x!cos~knx5!

1 (
n51

`

Bm
(n)~x!sin~knx5!, ~28!

wherekn5(2p/L)n. HereAm
(0) corresponds to the massle

4D gauge field, and theAm
(n) and Bm

(n) are KK excitations
with masseskn . Inserting this expansion into Eq.~27! we
find the effective couplings of the tower of 4D KK gaug
fields to the fermions. Note that sinceAm

(0) has a flat wave
function in the extra dimensions, it has the same coupling
both fermions as required by 4-dimensional gauge inv
ance. However, the couplings of the fermions to the mas
KK states,A and B, are proportional to cosines and sin
from the wave functions of the KK states at the locations
the fermions.7

Suppose that we are sitting on thes-channel resonance fo
particle-antiparticle annihilation mediated by thenth KK
modes of A and B. Then the relative cross section fo
1112→1112 ~and 2122→2122) as calculated from the
diagrams in Fig. 7 will be different from 1112→2122:

s~1112→A(n),B(n)→1112![sn

s~2122→A(n),B(n)→2122!5sn

s~1112→A(n),B(n)→2122!5sncos2@kn~s12s2!#,
~29!

and this can be used to gain information on the dista
betweenc1 ,c2 in the extra dimensions.

Actually, there are subtleties in this analysis associa
with the mechanism for localizing gauge fields. For examp
in the Dvali-Shifman mechanism, confinement outside
wall forces specific boundary conditionsFm550 at the edges
of the wall @15#. This then enforces]5Am(x,x5)50 at x5
50,L, and theB(n) are eliminated. In addition, theA(n) may
now be periodic or anti-periodic, and thuskn5(p/L)n. The

7Note that these couplings are valid for the KK modes with wa
length long compared to the fermion localization width; shor
wavelength KK modes can resolve the fermion wave function
so the delta function approximation for the fermion wave funct
is inadequate.

FIG. 7. KK exchange diagrams.
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position dependence of KK gauge couplings raises the in
esting possibility that some of the KK excitations of vario
fields may be leptophobic or baryophobic if the quarks
leptons sit at the nodes of their wave functions. More gen
ally, the cross sections above are modified to

s~1112→A(n)→1112!5sncos4~kns1! ~30!

s~2122→A(n)→2122!5sncos4~kns2!
~31!

s~1112→A(n)→2122!

5sncos2~kns1!cos2~kns2!. ~32!

There are clearly other interesting possibilities arisi
from the non-universal couplings of SM fermions to the K
excitations. As one example, in our scenario for suppress
proton decay by separating quark and lepton wave functio
the non-standard coupling of the quarks and leptons to
KK modes has an interesting impact on atomic parity vio
tion ~APV!. The latest experimental results@11# indicate that
the measured weak charge of the nucleus islower than the
SM expectation by;2.5s. If we had a conventional Kaluza
Klein tower at the; TeV scale, with standard couplings t
quarks and leptons, this wouldenhancethe SM contribution
to APV. In our case, however, the situation can be differe
If we impose theFm550 boundary conditions as state
above, then the first Kaluza-Klein excitation has the pro
shown in Fig. 8. Notice that the product of the quark a
lepton couplings to the first KK excitation has the oppos
sign as in the SM, and gives a contribution to atomic par
violation that moves in the right direction. The sign of th
effect is an inevitable consequence of our mechanism
suppressing proton decay, and the correct magnitude ca
obtained if the wall thickness is;1 TeV.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that approximate symmet
can arise in a long-distance theory without any symme

-
r
d

FIG. 8. Since the wave functions of the usual SM gauge fie
~zero modes! are flat in the extra dimensions, they have identic
couplings to the quarks and leptons stuck at opposite ends o
wall, as required by gauge invariance. On the other hand, since
first KK excitation has a non-trivial wave function, its coupling
can be different. In particular, the product of quark and lep
gauge couplings to the first KK excitation has the opposite sign
for the SM.
5-8
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explanation in the underlying short-distance theory. Inste
even if symmetries are maximally broken at short distanc
exponentially small couplings between different fields c
result if they are ‘‘stuck’’ at slightly different points in extr
dimensions. This opens a new arena for model buildi
where a specific arrangement of the fermions in extra dim
sions, and not familiar flavor symmetries, determines the
mion mass hierarchy. Furthermore, proton decay can be
egantly disposed of, even in theories with the fundame
cutoff close to the TeV scale, if quarks and leptons are se
rated from each other by a factor of 10 larger than their s
in the extra dimensions. If the effective size of this ex
dimension or equivalently our wall thickness is close to
TeV scale, these ideas can be probed at the LHC and N
The smoking gun for our mechanism for would be the det
tion non-universality in the coupling of SM fermions to th
KK excitations of the SM gauge fields. A detailed analysis
this non-universality could then be used to ‘‘map’’ the loc
tions of the fermions in the extra dimensions. In closing
B

li,

D
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would like to emphasize that our mechanism of suppress
couplings from non-trivial wave functions is generically o
erative in higher dimensional theories with chiral fermion
as most such models obtain chiral matter from modes st
to a defect in the higher dimensions. This defect may b
field theoretic domain wall in one extra dimension, a cosm
string in two extra dimensions, or a D-brane or orbifold fix
point8 in a string model.
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8Thee2r 2
suppression of Yukawa couplings between twisted s

tor fields at different orbifold fixed points has been known for so
time; see e.g.@17#.
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